Abstract-Is there any cartesian-closed category of continuous domains that would be closed under Jones and Plotkin's probabilistic powerdomain construction? This is a major open problem in the area of denotational semantics of probabilistic higher-order languages. We relax the question, and look for quasi-continuous dcpos instead. We introduce a natural class of such quasi-continuous dcpos, the omega-QRB-domains. We show that they form a category omega-QRB with pleasing properties: omega-QRB is closed under the probabilistic powerdomain functor, has all finite products, all bilimits, and is stable under retracts, and even under so-called quasi-retracts. But. . . omega-QRB is not cartesian closed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Write V 1 ( ) (resp. V ≤1 ( )) the dcpo of all continuous probability (resp., subprobability) valuations over , and call it the probabilistic (resp., subprobabilistic) powerdomain of . This construction was introduced by Jones and Plotkin to give a denotational semantics to higher-order probabilistic languages [1] -we define it precisely later.
A famous open problem in the area is whether the probabilistic powerdomain of an FS-domain is again an FSdomain [2] , and similarly with RB-domains in lieu of FSdomains. More generally, is there a category of nice enough dcpos that would be cartesian-closed and closed under V 1 ? We call this the Jung-Tix problem. By "nice enough", we mean nice enough to do any serious mathematics with, e.g., to establish definability or full abstraction results in extensional models of higher-order, probabilistic languages. It is traditional to equate "nice enough" with "continuous", and this is justified by the rich theory of continuous domains [3] .
However, quasi-continuous dcpos (see [4] , or [3, ) generalize continuous dcpos and are almost as well-behaved. We propose to widen the scope of the problem, and ask for a category of quasi-continuous dcpos that would be closed under V 1 . We show that, by mimicking the construction of RB-domains [5] , with some flavor of "quasi", we obtain a category QRB of so-called QRB-domains that not only has many desired, nice mathematical properties (e.g., it is closed under bilimits, and every QRB-domain is stably compact), but is also closed under V 1 .
We in fact failed to solve the Jung-Tix problem: QRB is indeed not cartesian-closed. In spite of this, we believe our contribution to bring some progress towards settling the question, and at least to understand the structure of V 1 ( ) better. To appreciate this, recall what is currently known about V 1 . There are two landmark results: V 1 ( ) is a continuous dcpo as soon as is ( [6] , building on Jones [1] ), and V 1 ( ) is stably compact (with its weak topology) whenever is [2] , [7] . Since then, no significant progress has been made. When it comes to solving the Jung-Tix problem, we must in fact realize that there is little choice: the only known cartesian-closed categories of (pointed) continuous dcpos that may suit our needs are RB and FS [2] . I.e., all other known cartesian-closed categories of continuous dcpos, e.g., bc-domains or L-domains, are not closed under V 1 . Next, we must recognize that little is known about the (sub)probabilistic powerdomain of an RB or FS-domain. In trying to show that either RB or FS was closed under V 1 , Jung and Tix [2] only managed to show that the subprobabilistic powerdomain V ≤1 ( ) of a finite tree was an RB-domain, and that the subprobabilistic powerdomain of a reversed finite tree was an FS-domain. This is still far from the goal.
In fact, we do not know whether V 1 ( ) is an RBdomain when is even the simple poset {⊥, , , ⊤} ( and incomparable, ⊥ ≤ , ≤ ⊤, see Figure 1 , right)-but it is an FS-domain. For a more complex (arbitrarily chosen) example, take to be the finite pointed poset of Figure 2 ( ): then V 1 ( ) and V ≤1 ( ) are continuous and stably compact, but not known to be RB-domains or FSdomains (and they are much harder to visualize, too).
No progress seems to have been made on the question since Jung and Tix' 1998 attempt. As part of our results, we show that for every finite pointed poset , e.g. Figure 2 V 1 ( ) is a continuous QRB-domain. This is also one of the basic results that we then leverage to show that V 1 ( ) is an QRB-domain for any QRB-domain, in particular every RB-domain, not just every finite pointed poset, .
One may obtain some intuition as to why this should be so, and at the same time give an idea of what ( )QRBdomains are. Let be a finite pointed poset. In attempting to show that V 1 ( ) is an RB-domain, we are led to study the so-called deflations :
e., the continuous maps with finite range such that ( ) ≤ for every continuous probability valuation on , and we must try to find deflations such that ( ) is as close as one desires to . All natural definitions of fail to be continuous, and in fact to be monotonic. (E.g., Graham's construction [8] is not monotonic, see Jung and Tix.) Looking for maps such that ( ) is instead a finite, non-empty set of valuations below shows more promisethe monotonicity requirements are slightly more relaxed. Such a set-valued function is what we call a quasi-deflation below. For example, one may think of fixing ≥ 1 ( = 3 in Figure 1 ), and mapping to the collection of all valuations ′ below such that the measure of any subset is a multiple of 1/ , keeping only those ′ that are maximal. (Pick them from the left of Figure 1 , in our example.) This still does not provide anything monotonic, but we managed to show that one can indeed approximate every element of V 1 ( ), continuously in , using quasi-deflations. The proof is nontrivial, and rests on deep properties relating QRB-domains and quasi-retractions-all notions that we define and study.
Outline: We introduce most of the required notions in Section 2. Since we shall only start studying the probabilistic powerdomain in Section VI, we shall refrain from defining valuations, probabilities, and related concepts until then. We introduce QRB-domains in Section III. They are defined just as RB-domains are, only with a flavor of "quasi", i.e., replacing approximating elements by approximating sets of elements. We establish their main properties there, in particular that they are quasi-continuous, stably compact, and Lawson-compact. Much as RB-domains are also characterized as the retracts of bifinite domains, we show that, up to a few details, the QRB-domains are the quasi-retracts of bifinite domains in Section IV. Quasi-retractions are an essential concept in the study of QRB-domains, as well as the close notion of quasi-projection-two notions that we introduce. We also show that the category of countably based QRB-domains is closed under finite products (easy) and bilimits (hard, but similar to the case of RB-domains) in Section V. The core of the paper is Section VI, where we show that the category QRB of countably based QRBdomains is closed under the probabilistic powerdomain construction. This capitalizes on all previous sections, and will follow from Jung and Tix' result that V 1 ( ) is an RBdomain whenever is a finite tree, and applying suitable quasi-projections and bilimits. The key result will then be Theorem 6.1, which shows that for any quasi-projection of a stably compact space , V 1 ( ) is again a quasiprojection of V 1 ( ), again up to a few details. We conclude in Section VII.
Other Related Work: Instead of solving the Jung-Tix problem, one may try to circumvent it. One of the most successful such attempts led to the discovery of qcb-spaces [9] and to compactly generated countably based monotone convergence spaces [10] , as cartesian-closed categories of topological spaces where a reasonable amount of semantics can be done. This provides exciting new perspectives. The category of qcb-spaces accommodates two probabilistic powerdomains [11] . The observationally induced one is essentially V 1 ( ) (with the weak topology), but differs from the one obtained as a free algebra. Since the latter is essentially the least one containing all finite linear combination of Dirac masses ∑
=1
, it would be the preferred model to establish a definability result: if each is definable, then ∑
is the distribution one gets by picking each with probability , which is easy to do by program. Unfortunately, it is the other, observationally induced model that seems to enjoy nice mathematical properties.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We refer to [5] , [3] , [12] for background material. A poset is a set with a partial ordering ≤. Let ↓ be the downward closure { ∈ | ∃ ∈ ⋅ ≤ }; we write ↓ for ↓{ }, when ∈ . The upward closures ↑ , ↑ are defined similarly. When ≤ , is below and is above .
is pointed iff it has a least element ⊥. A dcpo is a poset where every directed family ( ) ∈ has a least upper bound sup ∈ ; directedness means that ∕ = ∅ and for every , ′ ∈ , there is an ′′ ∈ such that , ′ ≤ ′′ . Every poset comes with a topology, whose opens are the upward closed subsets such that, for every directed family ( ) ∈ that has a least upper bound in , ∈ for some ∈ . This is the Scott topology. When we see a poset or dcpo as a topological space, we will implicitly assume the latter, unless marked otherwise.
Conversely, given any topological space , its specialization quasi-ordering ≤ is defined by ≤ iff every open containing also contains . The specialization quasiordering of a dcpo (with ordering ≤, and equipped with its Scott topology), is the original ordering ≤. ⊆ , ⊆ for some ∈ already. We say that the family is filtered iff it is directed in the ⊇ ordering, and make it explicit by using ↓ as superscript. (Symmetrically, we write ∪ ↑ for directed unions.)
Given any poset , any finite subset of , and any element of , we write ≤ iff ∈ ↑ , i.e., iff there is a ∈ such that ≤ .
approximates , in notation ≪ , iff for every directed family ( ) ∈ that has a least upper bound above , then ≤ for some ∈ . (We shall also write ≪ , when ∈ , as shorthand for { } ≪ ; this is the more familiar way-below relation. 
∈ Fin( ), and ∈ , then ≪ ′ ≪ for some ′ ∈ Fin( ). Let ( ) be the Smyth powerdomain of , i.e., the poset of all non-empty compact saturated subsets of , ordered by ⊇. ( ) is a continuous dcpo whenever is locally compact and sober, with least upper bounds of directed families computed as filtered intersections, and where
, form a subbase of the topology of ( ). Note that □ commutes with finite intersections and directed unions (
is a quasi-continuous dcpo, the above shows that every ∈ ( ) can be written as ∩ ↓ ∈Fin( ), ⊆↑ ↑ ↑ , i.e., as the directed least upper bound of those non-empty finitary compacts ↑ ( ∈ Fin( )) that are way-below . In other words, the finitary compacts form a basis of ( ).
III. QRB-DOMAINS
A deflation on a poset is a continuous map : → such that ( ) ≤ for every ∈ , and which takes only finitely many values. An RB-domain is a pointed dcpo with a directed family of deflations ( ) ∈ such that, for every ∈ , = sup ∈ ( ) [5, Exercise 4.3.11 (9) ]. We model QRB-domains after RB-domains, replacing single approximating elements ( ) by finite subsets.
Definition 3.1 (QRB-Domain):
A quasi-deflation on a poset is a continuous map :
and Im is finite. We let
A QRB-domain is a pointed dcpo with a generating family of quasi-deflations, i.e., a directed family of quasideflations ( ) ∈ with ↑ = ∩ ↓ ∈ ↑ ( ) for each ∈ . We order quasi-deflations pointwise, i.e., ≤ iff ( ) ≤ ♯ ( ) for every ∈ . One can see the finitary compacts ↑ ( ) as being smaller and smaller upward closed sets containing .
That is continuous means that is monotonic ( ≤ implies ( ) ≤ ♯ ( )), and that for every directed family ( ) ∈ of elements of , (sup ∈ ) is a finite subset
Proof: Let ( ) ∈ be a directed family having a least upper bound above . Since is continuous,
RB-domains are not just continuous domains, they are stably compact, i.e., locally compact, sober, compact and coherent. We say that a topological space is coherent iff the intersection of any two compact saturated subsets is compact (and saturated). In a stably compact space, the intersection of any family of compact saturated subsets is compact. We show that QRB-domains are stably compact as well. We need the following finitary form of well-filteredness:
Lemma 3.6: Let , be dcpos. For every map : 
Let be a QRB-domain, and ( ) ∈ a generating family of quasi-deflations. For every compact saturated subset of ,
Proof: Since ( ) ≤ for all , and is upwardclosed, ↑ * ( ) contains for every
Conversely, since is saturated, it is enough to show that every open containing also contains
Every QRB-domain is stably compact.
Proof: Let be a QRB-domain, with generating family of quasi-deflations ( ) ∈ . Fix two compact saturated subsets and ′ . We must show that ∩ ′ is compact. Without loss of generality, assume
by Lemma 3.8 and Proposition 3.4 there is an
given an open cover ( ) ∈ , find ∈ with ⊆ ∪ ∈ by Proposition 3.4, and pick ∈ such that ∈ for each ∈ , yielding a finite subcover ( ) ∈ . So ∩ ′ is compact. So is coherent. is compact since pointed, and also locally compact and sober, as a quasi-continuous dcpo.
The Lawson topology is the smallest topology containing both the Scott-opens and the complements of all sets ↑ , ∈ Fin( ). When is a quasi-continuous dcpo, since ↑ is compact saturated and every non-empty compact saturated subset is a filtered intersection of such sets ↑ , the Lawson topology coincides with the patch topology, i.e., the smallest topology containing the original Scott topology and all complements of compact saturated subsets. Every stably compact space is patch-compact, i.e., compact in its patch topology [3, Section VI-6]. So:
Corollary 3.10: Every QRB-domain is Lawsoncompact.
In the sequel, we shall need some form of countability: Definition 3.11: An QRB-domain is a QRB-domain with a countable generating family of quasi-deflations. Proposition 3.12: A pointed dcpo is an QRBdomain iff there is a generating sequence of quasi-deflations ( ) ∈ℕ , i.e., for every ,
is an QRBdomain iff it is countably based, i.e., its topology has a countable subbase.
Proof: Only if: let ( ) ∈ℕ be a generating sequence of quasi-deflations on ; the countably many subsets ↑ ↑ ( ), ∈ Im , ∈ ℕ, form a subbase of the topology, using Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.2.
If: let ( ) ∈ be a generating family of quasi-deflations on , and assume that the topology of has a countable subbase ℬ. The finite intersections of elements of ℬ form a base ℬ ′ , i.e., every open is a union of elements of ℬ ′ . Moreover, ℬ ′ is countable. Write ℬ ′ as { | ∈ ℕ}, and assume without loss of generality that ∕ = ∅ for every ∈ ℕ. Fix ∈ for each ∈ ℕ: by Proposition 3.4 and using directedness, one finds ∈ such that ( ) ⊆ and is above every , ≤ . Define as . The family ( ) ∈ℕ is a non-decreasing sequence of deflations, and is generating.
IV. QUASI-RETRACTS OF BIFINITE DOMAINS
The RB-domains can be characterized as the retracts of the so-called bifinite domains (which we define below). Recall that a retraction of onto is a continuous map : → such that there is continuous map : → (the section) with ( ( )) = for every ∈ .
We shall show that ( )QRB-domains are not just closed under retractions, but under a more relaxed notion that we shall quasi-retractions. In fact, our aim in this section is to show that the pointed QRB-domains are exactly the quasi-retracts of bifinite domains, up to some details.
For each continuous :
onto is a continuous map such that there is Categorically, in any full subcategory of where is a monad (and it is as soon as ( ) is an object of for every object of ), every quasi-retraction : → induces a continuous map ↑ (_) : 
is Scott-continuous). Soˆis Scott-continuous from to Fin( ). We now claim that ∈ ↑ˆ( ) for every ∈ . Since
Let now ( ) ∈ be a generating family of quasi-deflations on . Clearly, if is below , thenˆis belowˆ, so (ˆ) ∈ is directed.
It remains to show that
, which is equal tô −1 (□ ) (see above). It follows that containsˆ( ), hence ∩ ↓ ∈ ↑ˆ( ). So is a QRB-domain. The case of QRB-domains is similar. The assumption on is always satisfied in the following important case. A quasi-retraction : → , with quasi-section : → ( ), is a quasi-projection iff, additionally, ∈ ( ( )) for every ∈ . In this case, we say that is a quasi-projection of . The quasi-retraction of Figure 3 is meant to be a quasi-projection: is in the gray area ( ). The following is reminiscent of the fact that every retract of a stably compact space is again stably compact [ 
since ⃗ ∈ and is monotonic, else min( , 0 ) = 0 ∈ ↑ ( 0 ) since is a quasi-deflation. It is easy to see that 0 is Scott-continuous. Let now : → map ⃗ to sup ∈ℕ , and map ∈ to {⃗ ∈ | ∀ ∈ ℕ ⋅ ∈ ↑ ( )}: ( ) is non-empty, using Lemma 4.5.
Next, we claim that ( ) is compact in . For each Given any ∈ ( ( )), there is a non-decreasing sequence ⃗ in ( ), i.e., such that ∈ ↑ ( ) for every ∈ ℕ, with sup ∈ℕ ≤ . Since
) ⊆ ↑ . Conversely, we note that ∈ ( ( )), i.e., that there is a sequence ⃗ with ∈ ↑ ( ) for every ∈ ℕ, and such that sup ∈ℕ ≤ : this is by Lemma 4.5. So
So is a quasi-projection.
V. PRODUCTS, BILIMITS
If ( ) ∈ (resp. ( ) ∈ ) is a generating family of quasideflations on (resp. ), ( ) ∈ , ∈ is one on × , where ( , ) = ( ) × ( ), so: Lemma 5.1: For any two ( )QRB-domains , , × , with the product ordering, is an ( )QRB-domain. Bilimits are harder to deal with. But the difficulty was solved by Jung [14, Section 4.1] in the case of RB-domains and deflations, and we proceed in a very similar way.
Consider any set of functions from to Fin( ) such that ( ) ≤ ♯ { }, i.e., ∈ ↑ ( ), for every ∈ . We say that is qfs (for quasi-finitely separating) iff given any finitely many pairs ( , ) ∈ Fin( ) × with ≪ , 1 ≤ ≤ , there is a ∈ that separates the pairs, i.e., such that ≤
Let be a poset. Then is a QRBdomain iff is a quasi-continuous dcpo and the set of quasi-deflations on is qfs. Proof: (Sketch.) This is a variant on [14, Theorem 4.5], and is proved similarly. In the if direction, assume qfs, and define = { † ∘ | ∈ }. It is easy to see that is a generating family of quasi-deflations provided it is directed. To show that it is directed, pick and ′ from , let = Im , ′ = Im ′ . Using the form of interpolation available in quasi-continuous dcpos, find a finite set such that ( ) ≪ ≪ for each ∈ , and similarly
By qfs, find ∈ that separates the pairs ( , ), ( ( ), ), ( 
be the dcpo of all (sub)probability valuations on , ordered pointwise, i.e., ≤ ′ iff ( ) ≤ ′ ( ) for every open . V 1 (V ≤1 ) defines a endofunctor on the category of dcpos, and its action is defined on morphisms by V 1 ( )( ) = ( −1 ( )). If is a retract of , then V 1 ( ) is easily seen to be a retract of V 1 ( ), using the V 1 endofunctor. The following result is more involved. Here we need to replace the Scott topology on V 1 ( ) by the weak topology, which is the smallest one containing the subbasic opens
and ∈ ℝ. When is a continuous pointed dcpo, the Kirch-Tix Theorem states that it coincides with the Scott topology (see [7] , who attribute it to Tix [15, Satz 4.10], who in turn attributes it to Kirch [16, Satz 8.6] ). However, the weak topology is better behaved in the general case. Let V 1 ( ) be V 1 ( ) with its weak topology.
Theorem 6.1 (Key Claim):
If is a quasi-projection of , and is stably compact, then V 1 ( ) is a quasiprojection of V 1 ( ).
Proof: Let : → be the quasi-retraction, : → ( ) be the quasi-section. Define [17] . A prevision on is a map
. On any space of previsions , the weak topology is the smallest such that
( ), resp. P 1 ( ), be the space of continuous normalized linear (resp. lower) previsions on . The homeomorphism
where ∫ denotes Choquet integral [18] , and conversely every ∈ P
where is the characteristic function of . Note that ′ = V 1 transports through this isomorphism to the map sending each [18] ). We claim that:
(This is where we use the fact that is a quasi-projection.) For ( ), for every ∈ , for every ∈ ( ), ( ) is in
We also note that the mapping ℎ → ℎ * is Scott-continuous: by [18 
, where the unanimity game is continuous for every compact saturated set [18, Section 3] , and observe that Choquet integration along continuous games is Scott-continuous in the integrated function ℎ [18, Section 4] .
We recall from [17, Proposition 4] that there is a map 1 :
( )) sending each continuous normalized lower prevision to its heart
When is stably compact, 1 ( ) is always non-empty, compact, and saturated. (The first two properties are nontrivial.) Moreover, 1 is continuous. Equate V 1 ( ) with P △ 1 ( ): from now on, probability valuations will be taken to be elements of 
This is a continuous poset as soon as is locally compact; for our purposes, we may use [20, Proposition 7.11] , which states this, and a bit more, in the case where is stably compact. Also addition and scalar multiplication are Scott-continuous. Since the Scott topology of the product of two continuous posets is the product of the Scott topologies, is a continuous cone.
Since − is a continuous lower prevision, is superlinear and continuous. It is easy to see that is sublinear. Moreover,
In particular, Λ is in fact a continuous linear prevision. Λ is also normalized:
Recall that ′ ( ) = 1 ( − ). The above allows us to show that is in
− ≤ ′ , and on the other hand
Finally, we show that
. Apply this to finite posets. Let < be the strict part of ≤. Proof: See Figure 4 , which displays the path space of the space of Figure 2 ( ). Each gray region is labeled with an element from , which is the image by of every point in the region; e.g., the top right, 5-element region is mapped to in . Conversely, maps each ∈ to the points in Figure 4 that are in the corresponding gray region or above.
Formally, let = Π( ), and define :
Conversely, for every ∈ , let ( ) be the set of all paths that go through , i.e., such that ∈ . The maps and are vacuously continuous, ( ) is trivially non-empty, compact, and saturated. The equations ( ( )) = ↑ and ∈ ( ( )) are clear. is certainly not a retract of Π( ) in general: it is, iff is a tree, i.e., a finite pointed poset where ↓ is totally ordered for every ∈ (if is a tree, then ∼ = Π( ), conversely Π( ) is a tree, and every retract of a tree is a tree).
Proposition 6.4: For every finite pointed poset , V 1 ( ) is a continuous QRB-domain.
Proof: is trivially a continuous pointed dcpo. Then we know that V 1 ( ) is again continuous [6, Section 3] , and that V 1 ( ) = V 1 ( ) by the Kirch-Tix Theorem. Similarly for V 1 (Π( )). Π( ) is clearly stably compact, since finite. By Theorem 6.1, using Lemma 6.3, V 1 ( ) is a quasi-projection of V 1 (Π( )). But Π( ) is a tree, so V 1 (Π( )) is an RB-domain, after Jung and Tix [2, Theorem 13] . Their proof actually exhibits a generating sequence of deflations. So V 1 (Π( )) is an QRB-domain. We also know that V 1 ( ) is stably compact, since is [7] . So V 1 ( ) is an QRB-domain, by Proposition 4.3.
Theorem 6.5: The probabilistic powerdomain of any QRB-domain is an QRB-domain. Proof: Let be an QRB-domain. By Theorem 4.6, is a quasi-projection of some bifinite domain = lim ∈ℕ . Since V 1 is a locally continuous functor on the category of dcpos, V 1 ( ) is also a bilimit of the Since is bifinite, it is stably compact, and V 1 ( ) = V 1 ( ) because is continuous and pointed, using the Kirch-Tix Theorem. So V 1 ( ) is a quasi-projection of V 1 ( ) by Theorem 6.1. Since is stably compact (Theorem 3.9), V 1 ( ) is stably compact [7] , and is in particular sober, hence a well-filtered monotone convergence space [5, Corollary 7.2.11, Proposition 7.2.13]. So Proposition 4.3 applies: (V 1 ( )) is an QRB-domain.
However, (V 1 ( )) = V 1 ( ), and we conclude. Using the fact that V 1 ( ) is continuous whenever is continuous and pointed [6, Section 3] , it also follows: Corollary 6.6: The probabilistic powerdomain of any continuous QRB-domain (in particular, every RBdomain) is again a continuous QRB-domain.
VII. CONCLUSION, FAILURES AND PERSPECTIVES
We have shown that the category QRB of QRBdomains and continuous maps was a category of quasicontinuous, stably compact dcpos that is closed, not only under finite products, bilimits, retracts (and even quasiretracts), but also under the probabilistic powerdomain functor V 1 . It is thus reasonably well-behaved.
But QRB is not cartesian-closed, as the anonymous referees have noticed. Consider the space of [5, Figure 12] , see Figure 5 . This is an QRB-domain: define the quasi-deflations , ∈ ℕ, as mapping ⊥ to {⊥}, any element ( , ) to {( , )} if < , and any other element to {(0, ), (1, )}.
However, [ → ] is not an QRB-domain. (The following argument is due to one of the anonymous referees.) Assume ( ) ∈ℕ were a a generating sequence of quasideflations on [ → ]. For each function : ℕ → {0, 1}, there is a continuous mapˆ:
→ that sends ⊥ to ⊥, ⊤ to ⊤, (0, ) to ( ( ), ) and (1, ) to (1 − ( ), ) (ˆexchanges (0, ) and (1, ) if ( ) = 1, leaves them unswapped if ( ) = 0). We now claim that, for each : ℕ → {0, 1},ˆ∈ (ˆ) for some ∈ ℕ. If there were an element of (ˆ) such that (0, 0) = ⊥, for infinitely many values of ∈ ℕ, then this would hold for every ; but the map sending ⊥ and (0, 0) to ⊥, and all other elements to ⊤ would be in ∩ ∈ℕ ↑ (ˆ) = ↑ˆ, which is impossible. So, for large enough, no element of (ˆ) maps (0, 0) to ⊥. Similarly, for large enough, no element of (ˆ) maps (1, 0) to ⊥. Sinceˆ∈ ↑ (ˆ), for large enough we find ∈ (ˆ) with (0, 0) ∕ = ⊥, (1, 0) ∕ = ⊥, and ≤ˆ. It is easy to check that must then equalˆ, proving the claim. However, there are uncoutably many functions of the formˆ, and only countably many elements of ∪ ∈ℕ Im , leading to a contradiction.
Since exponentials in any full subcategory of the category of dcpos must be isomorphic to the ordinary continuous function space [21] , it follows that QRB is not cartesianclosed.
The above argument also shows that, although is both continuous (even algebraic) and an QRB-domain, is not an RB-domain: so Corollary 6.6 is not enough to settle the Jung-Tix problem in the positive either.
Shifting the focus towards the Kleisli category QRB , for example, may be needed. This is a full subcategory of Jung, Kegelmann and Moshier's pleasing category * of stably compact spaces and closed relations [22] . We plan to explore this in the future.
